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This paper explores the effect of a partial-pattern receiver for transmitted orbital angular momentum (OAM) multimodes included
in the Laguerre-Gaussian beam propagating under non-Kolomogorov weak-to-moderate turbulence on the achievable capacity and
the error rates with introduced controlled parameters. We deduce the necessary conditions for reducing the receiver’s area to
guarantee that the modes are decoupled when the area is reduced. Furthermore, we derive the conditions at which area
reduction yields a performance gain over the complete-area reception. For that, some use cases are introduced and discussed
and the basic building block for multibeam MIMO receivers with a reduced area is developed and analyzed.

1. Introduction

The vast majority of the research work exploring orbital
angular momentum (OAM) as a mean of free-space opti-
cal (FSO) communication has been based on experimental
demonstrations [1], turbulence modeling [2–4], MIMO
implementations [5], detection enhancement [6], OAM
generation [7, 8] and capacity derivations [3, 9]. Maximizing
achievable rate by multiplexing vortex beams carrying gigabit
streams is also done through space-time coding [10], vortex
mode encoding [11, 12], multiple-beam processing [13] or
LDPC coding [14].

However, the uniqueness of OAM has not been
totally explored in terms of the distinction of the space
pattern of each mode. Analogous to filters being deployed
to suppress signal interference in both time and fre-
quency domains, this paper introduces small steps in space
filtering to decrease the modes interference in a multimode
beam communication.

Starting with the reshaping of the basic area, we show
that the receiving area can be reduced to special shapes that
allow complete mode detection with minimum interference
from adjacent modes. Some effort was done in this regard
in [15–17] parallel to the presented work where proof of
the partial-reception concept is verified. However, this was
done through an experiment in only the angular direction
while the analytical proof was not done in the presence of
either noise or intermode interference.

The motivation behind this work is summarized as
follows: First, using high-order modes enlarges the
receiver size which is directly proportional to the square
root of the OAM mode number [7, 18]; this constrains
the maximum number of modes that can be used for a
given receiver size. This suggests finding a way to reduce
the receiver size upon reception. Second, the propagation
of multiple modes in a turbulent medium causes inter-
mode interference. The complexity of the optical devices,
which are used to split the modes, grows proportional to
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the number of combined modes. This motivates spatially
reshaping the receiver and finding a space-filtering rule
to (1) reduce the receiver complexity and (2) to minimize
the intermode power leakage. Finally, the simulation time
(necessary for any design process) is also proportional to
the receiver area; therefore, reducing the beam-matching
area cuts down the simulation time while maintaining
the same performance results.

To summarize, in this work, we derive the necessary con-
ditions that guarantee the best distinction of the multiplexed
OAM modes in a partial-pattern receiver (in both radial and
angular directions). We answer the following questions: Is it
possible to reduce the receiver area when detecting an OAM
signal? What are the conditions that guarantee a similar per-
formance (or better) compared to the full-area receiver? How
are the main modes and the intermode leakage affected in the
reduced-area receiver?

Our analysis along with Monte Carlo simulations
shows that it is fairly possible to reduce the receiver area
with either a controlled-performance penalty or perfor-
mance gain. The system parameters that affect the receiv-
ing performance upon cutting the area are: the turbulence
strength and the intermodal interference in single and
multibeam operations. We also present use cases that exem-
plify the potential gain of the proposed partial-pattern
receiver. Among these use cases, a simplified receiver
is proposed with neither power splitting nor additional
collimating devices.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the
communication model. Section 3 presents a partial-pattern
receiving concept and derives operational rules. Section 4
derives the signal-to-interference plus noise power ratio for
both full- and reduced-plane receivers and derives opera-
tional rules. Section 5 discusses cases of single- and
multiple-beam-configuration uses. Section 6 combines mul-
tipartial patterns and proposes a novel simple-receiver struc-
ture. The conclusion is provided in Section 7.

2. System Model

Consider a Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beam carrying a single
mode that has the parameters defined in [19, 20] with a
zero-order Laguerre function carrying the OAM mode “m”
affected by the turbulence which has a model defined in
[21]. Assume that the beam is carrying the data signal
denoted by Sm t over this single mode “m.” The noise-
free-received waveform (denoted by Um) for a single mode
is written as

Um = Sm t
2

πw z 2 m

2r
w z

m

e r2 /w z 2
eimθei kz−ωt

⋅ eik r2 /2Rc z e−iφ z eψ

1

When this single beam carries multiple modes, the
received signal is

y = 〠
m M

i=m 1

Es

MPi
UiSi = hTS t , 2

where we use hT = h1, h2,… , hM = ES/MP1 U1,U2,… ,
UM , S = S1, S2,… , SM after dropping the time variable “t”
for simplicity. Rc z = z + z2R/z is the curvature radius and
w0 is the beam width at the transmitter, whereas at the

receiver we have w z =w0 1 + z/zR 2. zR =w2
0π/λ is the

Rayleigh range, φ z is the Gouy phase, φ z = arctan z/zR ,
and λ is the beam wavelength. Esi is the symbol’s average
energy for data carried on mode “i” and Pi is the power of
mode “i” (we assume all the modes have equal power). Using
the above format, each mode’s power equals to unity Pi = 1.
M is the actual number of the utilized modes m 1 ,… ,
m M .

The exponential term eψ represents the first-order Rytov
approximation for the turbulence induced by the channel. It
is generally a complex random variable that is approximated
by the lognormal distribution in weak to moderate turbu-
lence [2, 20]. The term eimθ represents the orbital momentum
for mode “m” and this is the term that makes the waveforms
for different m mutually orthogonal [4, 18].

At the receiver side, the beam is power divided into M
branches, where M is the actual number of used modes
m1,m2,… ,mM . Each branch is then matched with a

one-beammode [1, 22, 23]. Ideally, in a turbulence-free envi-
ronment, only the target mode is received. However, in the
presence of the turbulence, all the receiver mode branches
output nonzero power; these outputs represent the leakage
power from the target transmit mode to all other modes.
The matching output power for the target mode relative
to the leaked power from other modes is reduced as the
turbulence strength increases. The channel estimation is
performed by sending a pilot single-mode beam and cor-
relating with e−inθ [18] (for every mode n) followed by
an integration process over the receiver area [4].

Let Ns and Nt be the shot and thermal noise with vari-
ances σ2

s and σ2n, respectively, as described in [24]. Let Nsj

and Ntj be the corresponding noise terms for the receiver
branch “j.” The output of the mode “n” correlator for the
transmit mode “m” is

ymn =∬R,2π
0,0 Um +Ns e

−inθrdrdθ

= Pmn Sm +Ns

3

Pmn is the leaked power from the transmit mode m to
mode n. The matrix with coefficients Pmn is the channel effi-
ciency matrix as described in [4]. The overall received signal
at branch j denoted by (yjT) and the data estimation ŝ jT are,
respectively, given by

yjT =∬r1,2π
0,0 e−imjθ y +Nsj rdrdθ,

sjT =
T

0
S∗j yjT +Ntj dt

4
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The aggregate capacity of the multimode beam is hence
given by [9]

C =〠
i

log2 1 + SINRi

= 〠
r

i=1
log2 1 + Esi hi

2

〠n≠iEsn hn
2 + σ2n

= 〠
m M

i=m 1
log2 1 + pMii

〠m M
j=m 1 , j≠ip

M
ji + σ2Nm

5

A superscript “M” is added to Pmn to indicate that we are
using a multimode beam with “M” number of modes.

3. Receiver Pattern Area Reduction

We begin this section by briefly explaining the design pro-
cess, and then we proceed with the detailed analysis.

In order to design the reduced-pattern receiver, we use
(3) with modified integration limits to derive the output of
matching the incident beam carrying mode “m”with a partial
pattern of mode “n.” This output is then compared to the
output of matching the same beam with a full pattern of
mode “n.” Evaluating the integration in (3) for the partial
pattern is analytically intractable in its general form as will
be shown.

Alternatively, we provide a bounding technique that
allows for a simplified, yet accurate form for the matched
filtering output range. This enables a direct comparison
between the partial-pattern and the full-pattern match-
ing receivers for both the desired (m = n) and undesired
(m ≠ n) modes.

We then proceed with the design rules for the reduced-
area receiver as follows. We first deduce the necessary con-
ditions in order to obtain the best performance when using
a reduced matching area in the absence of the noise and the
interference using the derived matching output bounds.
This gives good insights of the system parameters and some
of the key performance indicators. Finally, we deduce the

necessary conditions in the presence of multimode interfer-
ence and noise. We also provide use cases that show the
performance gain and the complexity reduction in single
and multibeam operations.

We have a wide range of options while choosing the
partial pattern to analyze. Figure 1 shows seven different
scenarios: half, quarter, section, and so on. We can even
use a hybrid of configurations in a single matching irregular
pattern. Our goal is to study how to reduce the receiver area
while keeping a controlled impact on the end performance.

As (3) is inspected, the matching area reduction can be
done in both angular and radial directions. Starting with a
simple analysis, the reduction is performed using a regular
shape rather than an irregular shape although this might
not be the optimum scenario (cf. Figure 1).

Along the angular direction, the sinusoidal pattern in (1)
indicates that each mode has a sine-wave period along that
direction. Hence, each mode is uniquely identified upon
matching with several cycles of its wave period which does
not necessarily cover 2π cycle. This suggests the potential
use of reducing the matching angular span in possible com-
plete distinction between modes. This comes at the penalty
of reducing the collected matching output power which will
be overcome in Section 4.

Along the radial direction, there is effectively no added
benefit from integrating over areas of almost null values out-
side the ring of the target mode. This equivalently suggests
confining the radial integration limits of (3) to cover the areas
where the matching with the target mode yields the large out-
put, whereas the matching with the undesired modes yields
small output values. Therefore, the proposed receiver corre-
lates over an area with the limits 0 ≤ R1 ≤ r ≤ R2 ≤ R in the
radial direction and 0 ≤ θ ≤ 2π/N ≤ 2π in the angular direc-
tion for a perfectly aligned receiver (where R is the receiver
radius and N is an integer dividing the receiver’s area). The
area confined between r = R1 and r = R2 constitutes 98% of
the mode’s power. We denote “N” as the “area divisor” as it
divides the receiver area by “N” in the angular direction when
we use R1 = 0 and R2 = R. Following the approach in [4, 21],
starting with the modifying limits of (3)

Normal full-power
pattern of 3 OAM

multiplexed modes

Cones 3/4 plane

Irregular
partial
pattern

Quarter
Section
patterns

Half
plane

Figure 1: Scenarios for reducing the receiving pattern.
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ymn =∬R2,2π/N
R1,0

Um +Ns e
−inθrdrdθ = Pmn Sm +Ns 6

The output power of the partial-pattern matching receiver
branch “n” due to the transmit mode “m” is

Pmn =
R2

R1

amn
2 rdr, 7

where amn is the result of matching received mode “m”
with branch “n” over the angular dimension. This is the
same procedure as in [21] but with limited angular span
(from 0 to 2π/N rather than from 0 to 2π).

amn =
1
2π/N

2π/N

0
Ume

−inθdθ, 8

and therefore

amn
2 = amna

∗
mn

= Es

2π/N M
A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2 r2/ω2 −2Ar2
2π/N

0
e−i m−n θ2

2π/N

0
ei m−n θ1 e2Ar

2 cos θ1−θ2 dθ1 dθ2,

9

where Am = 2/ πw2 m
The term e2Ar

2 cos θ1−θ2 in (9) is always a positive quantity
and we can approximate (9) (details are in Appendix) to

amn
2 ≈

Es

2π/N M
A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2 r2/ω2 −2Ar2

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N + e2Ar

2 1 − cos m − n 2π/N
m − n 2 ,

10

amn
2 ~

e2Ar2 cos 2π/N −1 + 1
2π/N

1 − cos m − n 2π/N
m − n 2

11

This approximation is simple enough to compare the
outputs of partial- and full-pattern matching receivers
and proves that reducing the receiving area is possible
with some controlled penalty (a rigorous proof is provided
in the sequel). From (10) and (11), we conclude the following
to guarantee the best achieved performance when using a
reduced area.

3.1. Angle Span. In order to differentiate between modes “m”
and “n” at the receiver, we equate (11) to zero, therefore

m − n = kN , 12

where k is an arbitrary integer which implies that the inter-
mode space is a multiple of the area divisor “N”. Condition
(12) guarantees the best distinction between modes upon
using a partial-pattern receiver.

Comparing full- (N = 1; amn
2

A) and partial-pattern
matching (N > 1; amn

2
P) from (10) to (11), we get the

following conditions.
For the target mode,m = n, amn

2
A and amn

2
P are in

the order of

amn
2

A
~2π, 13

and

π e−4Ar
2 + 1

N
≤ amn

2
P
≈

π

N
e2Ar

2 cos 2π/N −1 + 1 ≤
2π
N

,

14
which shows that a reduction in the matching output power
is at least by an order of “N” for the target mode.

For the other matching branches, n ≠m, amn
2

A and
amn

2
P are in the order of

amn
2

A
~0, 15

and

amn
2

P
≈

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N −1 + 1

2π/N
1 − cos m − n 2π/N

m − n 2

≤ amn
2

P
≤
N
π

1 − cos m − n 2π/N
m − n 2

16
The lower limit on the left hand side of the inequality in

(16) for the matching branch output represents the output
that has the minimum leakage from mode “m” to mode “n”
(this is achieved if (12) is satisfied as deduced from (10)
and (11)). Whereas, the upper limit on the right hand side
is the output power and represents an additional leakage
power from mode “m” to mode “n” if (12) is not satisfied.

In general, if (11) is satisfied, there will be no addi-
tional leakage power between the modes and the only
effect is reducing the target mode output power by a factor
of “N”. On the other hand, if (12) is not satisfied, a mul-
tiplicative factor to amn

2 will have its maximum value
of N/π 1 − cos m − n 2π/N / m − n 2 . This is affect-
ing the value of the overall leakage power from the modes
beside the turbulence effect. Therefore, we need to satisfy
(12) while applying the proposed partial-pattern receiver
to avoid this additional leakage power.

3.2. Radial Span. To exclude the null areas outside the
mode’s ring from the integration in (3), the inner and
outer radii of each mode (denoted by R1 and R2, resp.) can
be calculated numerically; however, as a rule of thumb, one
can use R1 = 0 2wz l and R2 = 2wz l, where l is the mode
number, and wz is the beam width at the receiver. This guar-
antees that over 98% of the mode’s power is included in the
obtained matching power. Table 1 shows the exact inner
and outer radii that constitute 98% of the mode’s power ver-
sus the approximate ones for few modes propagating 1 km
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over a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The exact mode’s power is
computed by getting the power of the waveform in (1) for
the target mode and integrating over the whole space. To
get the exact radii, we iteratively integrate over the radial
direction till we reach 98% of the mode’s total power. The
limits of integration in (1) would be

0 ≤ R1 ≈ 0 2wz l ≤ r ≤ R2 ≈ 2wz l ≤ R 17

Figure 2 specifically shows a one-third plane receiver
(N = 3) and shows an example of a ring receiver covering
only each mode’s ring, even if it is only part of the ring and
not all of it.

It is important to note that the approximation in (10)
is used to compare the performance of the original full-
pattern receiver with the proposed partial-pattern receiver,
and it does not aim at getting the absolute value, and
therefore, we are not concerned with getting the approxi-
mation error.

4. Multimode Gain Rules with Reduced-
Area Receiver

We derive here the conditions that guarantee the perfor-
mance gain of the reduced-pattern receiver in the presence
of noise and modes’ leakage power. Our reference is the sig-
nal to interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) at the
receiving end. For the conventional full-pattern receiver for
M multiple modes (m1,m2 …mM), SINR for mode “j” can
be written as

SINR j
T = Pj

sT

PIT + PnT
=

EsPjj

〠M
i=1
i≠j

Pij + πR2σ2s + σ2n 18

The SINR for the case of a partial-pattern receiver
(reduced by a factor of N in angular direction) is written as

SINR j
P =

α2jjEsPjj

〠M
i=1
i≠j

α2ijPij + πR2σ2s +Nσ2
n

, 19

where we assumed that the total shot noise is directly
proportional to the area of the receiver as deduced from
[24], hence, σ2s is the shot noise power per receiver unit area.
The term ∑M

i=1
i≠j

Pij represents the leakage power from all

modes to the target mode “j” and it is the interference term.
α2ji/N is an introduced ratio defined as

α2ji
N

≡
Partial areamatching output power mode imatching j
Full areamatching output power mode imatching i

20

For some α2ji ≤ 1∀i ∈ 1 M , the quantity α2ij/N
describes the decrease in the output power due to receiving
area reduction for the matching branch “i” with the target
mode “j” (power ratio). This quantity can be computed from
(6), (7), and (9) by using N = 1 for the full-plane receiver and
N > 1 for the partial plane. The decrease in output power is
generally less than or equal to “N” (the area reduction ratio).
This follows from the inequality in (16) and can be explained
by noting that the sinusoidal nature of modes’ cross-sectional
pattern over the angular direction makes it sensitive to the
integration limits especially when integrating over a small
number of sine-wave periods; any small change in the inte-
gration limits will decrease the integration value.

Also note that the thermal noise is a fixed term that is not
affected by the area reduction. Now comparing (18) and (19),
we have two scenarios upon decreasing the matching area;
when the decrease in interference plus shot noise power
terms (denominator) exceeds the decrease in the intended
signal power (numerator), then SINRP exceeds SINRT and
there is a gain on area reduction. Otherwise, when the
decrease in interference plus noise power is less than the
decrease in the intended signal power, then SNRT exceeds
SNRP and there is no gain in area reduction.

Therefore, we are targeting the potential advantage of
reducing the area through forcing the communication system
to an interference-limited system. We have two controllable
parameters that have an effect on this regard: (1) noise power;
whether thermal or shot noise, they are related to electronic
material technologies and their control will not be discussed
here and (2) interference due to power leakage between
modes either on the same or different beams; this

Table 1: Exact and approximate radii of modes.

R1 R2
Mode number (m) 1 3 6 14 1 3 6 14

Approximate inner and outer radii constituting more than 98% of a
mode’s power (meter) (R1 = 0.2w m, R2 = 2w m)

0.005 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.1 0.17

Exact inner and outer radii constitute 98% of a mode’s power (meter) 0.005 0.01 0.023 0.04 0.039 0.02 0.059 0.08

Mode m

Mode n

Full-pattern receiver 
plane for 2 OAM modes

Subring-pattern
receiver

for m − n = 3k

One-third-pattern
receiver

for m − n = 3k

Figure 2: One-third subring matching pattern.
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interference can be controlled by selecting the proper mode
and controlling the distance between the transmission
modes, the distance between the beams in a multibeam sys-
tem, and the receiver’s area reduction scenario which can
be one way to force the system to be interference limited.
Thus, the gain in the SINR is achieved when (1) interference
plus the shot noise dominates over the thermal noise and (2)
their decrease due to area reduction is more than the decrease
of the intended signal. In other words, from (18) to (19)

〠
M

i=1
i≠j

α2i aij
2 + πR2σ2s ≫Nσ2n, 21

α2j Es ajj
2

〠M
i=1
i≠j

α2i aij
2 ≥

Es ajj
2

〠M
i=1
i≠j

aij
2 ∀j ∈ 1 M 22

Equivalently, having high-leakage power between the
modes due to the high turbulence and possibly high trans-
mission power directs us to design partial-pattern receivers.

When the noise power is dominating the interference
(noise-limited system)—violating (21)—we have the normal
expected loss as we decrease the receiver area as in
Figures 3(a) and 3(b)) which demonstrates the violation of
(21) and (22); however, one can still perform a complete
mode distinction when the receiver area is reduced as dem-
onstrated in Figure 3 where we are using N = 4, that is, only
1 quarter of the receiver’s area. Yet, as expected, the loss is
6 db (one quarter of the power is lost). This proves that only
the proper part of the mode’s pattern is sufficient for a com-
plete mode detection. The system of using N = 4 is equivalent
to the system with N = 1 with a transmitted power reduced
by a factor of “N .”

The loss in power can be compensated as follows by sat-
isfying conditions in (21) and (22).

Conditions (21) and (22) can be satisfied by either care-
fully selecting the modes that have the highest mutual leakage
power or by using several beams with controlled receiving
displacements to control the interference power. The follow-
ing section discusses these two methods.

5. Reduced-Pattern Performance Gain
Use Cases

5.1. Use Case I: Single-Beam Configuration. Condition (21)
can be satisfied when we select transmission modes that have
the highest turbulence and these are high modes. Condition
(22) is satisfied when the transmission is at high signal
power. The maximum performance achieved by the above
two scenarios is to have equal performance to the system
of complete receiver area or slight gain. However, the perfor-
mance of data retrieval in this high-turbulence scenario is
bad and must be accompanied by further coding or equaliza-
tion. Therefore, area reduction in this case is beneficial only
at low-performing systems when the turbulence effect is
strong. Figures 4(a) and 4(b)) show single simulated realiza-
tion of single-beam transmission with 13 selected modes
(−32, −29, −26, −23, −20, −17, −14, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, and
31) propagating 1 km over a medium of turbulence index
of C2

n = 10−15, a wavelength of 632.8 nm, outer and inner
scale turbulence indices of L0 = 1 and l0 = 0 01, respectively,
and a transmitter beam width of 0.02m.

It is shown through Figure 4 that the use of a single beam
cannot enable us to have much gain in reducing the receiver’s
area except with high BER. This motivates us to use area
reduction in multiple beams as we discussed in Section 5.2.

5.2. Use Case II: Multiple-Beam Configuration. The condi-
tions imposed by (21) and (22) can be fulfilled by two or
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Figure 3: Quarter-area receiver performance: (a) BER performance (6 db loss), dotted lines: quarter-plane receiver and plain lines: full-plane
receiver; (b) achieved rates and (C2

n = 10−15), λ = 632 8 × 10−19 ; L0 = 1; l0 = 0 01; w0 = 0 02; propagation = 1 km.
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more transmission beams that have overlapping parts at the
receiver’s side. The largest interference parts would be the
core overlapping areas. If we reduce the receiver areas of
the two beams to exclude these core overlapping areas,
the interference power reduction will be much greater than
the intended mode’s power reduction. We can have a gain
in the achieved rates given that we have a sufficient number
of modes.

The receiver configuration is modeled in Figures 5(a)
and 5(b)) for two beams having partial overlapping areas
with the proposed area reduction to receive over three quar-
ters of the received cross-sectional area. The two receivers’
center points are separated by one and a half the radius of
the largest mode used.

The resulting achieved rate is shown in Figure 6. The
used modes are (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and

14) for both beams. The turbulence index is C2
n = 10−15,

wavelength λ = 632 8 nm, outer turbulence L0 = 10m, inner
scale l0 = 0 01m, transmitter beam width w0 = 0 02, and pro-
pagation= 1 km. Notice that the achieved rates of the two
reduced-area receivers are better than that of the complete-
area receivers at a high signal-to-noise power ratio (at SNR
greater than 25 db), and the increase reaches at about 12 b/
s/Hz at SNR=30db (about 100%); the gap even increases
as we increase the transmitted power. Also note that the
achieved rate is higher than that of a single receiver with all
modes by almost 9 b/s/Hz (60% increase).

Another single realization was done by increasing the
overlapping area (two receivers’ center points are made apart
at the radius of the largest mode used), and two half receivers
were used for a further decrease in the receiver total area as in
Figure 7.
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Figure 4: (a) Selecting high-leakage modes (−32, −29, −26, −23, −20, −17, −14, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, and 31) and plotting the BER-SNR curve for
only five modes. Some modes’ performance in the partial-area receiver is better than that of the full plane. Dotted lines: partial plane; plain
lines: full plane. Although performance is bad in terms of BER, achieved rates (in Figure 4(b)) are better at some points while using partial-
area receivers (same parameters as Figure 3).
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Figure 5: (a) Two transmitters (Tx1, Tx2) with overlapping beams at the receivers (Rx1, Rx2). (b) Schematic for two overlapping beams
where we exclude the largest interfering quarter of the matching pattern to maximize the achieved rate. Rx1 will be only the green area,
and receiver 2 will be the yellow area.
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For the configuration in Figure 7, as half-plane receivers
were used, the modes’ spaces were chosen to be 2 abiding
to (12). The outperformance of the half-plane receivers is
clear at an SNR greater than 30 dB with fixed-gap to full-
plane receivers by 10 b/s/Hz as shown in Figure 8.

6. Partial-Pattern Receiver without
Power Splitting

Let us consider the case of a single beam with four multi-
plexed modes. A conventional receiver uses three splitting
devices with their corresponding collimating devices to
have 4 beam copies. Each copy is matched with each of
the four modes’ pattern to extract the carried data succes-
sively (Figure 9(a)). Alternatively, using the proposed
partial-pattern receiver, we use a single receiver with no
power splitting, but instead we divide the receiver area into
four quadrants. Each quadrant is a quarter pattern of one
mode and is directly matched to one of the four modes—the
four modes are partially matched with the incident beam

simultaneously. As shown in Section 4 (Figure 3(a)) and
the inequality in (12)), the performance of the receiver with
a reduced area (1/N of the conventional area) and transmit
power “P” is almost the same as the system with a complete
receiver area but with transmitted power equals to P/N ; this
is true when the modes’ space is a multiple of “N”. In our
example, we can reduce the receiver complexity by a factor
of four (due to the savings in the splitting optical devices).
In other words, rather than making four complete-area
receiver branches along with the power splitters, we can use
one full-area receiver without any power splitters and with-
out any other optical devices (that are conventionally used
to direct the beams); we can create a matching pattern of each
mode in each quarter of this single receiving area. Each quar-
ter would correspond to one receiver branch described in the
system model (Sections 2 and 3).

The authors in [1, 22, 23] describe the different optical
elements included in the power division process to create
replicas of the main beam at the expense of power loss. Note
that the power splitting elements introduce extra losses to
include in our comparison. Figure 9 shows a schematic for
the conventional receiver in the literature (Figure 9(a)) and
the novel simpler one (Figure 9(b)).

Figure 10 shows an example of the combined partial-
pattern receiver for four modes (1, 4, 8, and 21); Figure 10(a)
shows the four complete-pattern receivers versus the com-
bined single partial-pattern one in Figure 10(b). The wave-
length= 632.8 nm, initial beam width=2mm, and receiver
radius = 10 cm.

In general, if we are using M modes and we are dividing
the pattern by N (N = 4 in Figure 9), then the reduction in
hardware in the proposed simple receiver with respect to
the splitting devices is M/N ; if we have 12 modes and we
are using quarter sectors, then we split the main beam into
3 rather than 12 subbeams and each of the 3 subbeams uses
the combined partial-pattern receiver.
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The simplicity introduced of putting N patterns match-
ing in one receiver plane opens the future for easier imple-
mentation of MIMO systems.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a simple receiver architecture for
OAM communication based on the partial-pattern receiver.
Three rules have been concluded to guarantee a controlled
performance impact while decreasing the receiver area using
a single beam: (1) In the angular direction, the modes’ sepa-
ration must be multiples of the reduction ratio. (2) In the
radial direction, the integration process should be limited to

cover the ring range for the target mode. (3) There should
be high intermode interference in the medium- to high-
turbulence environment and high SNR. Carefully selected
modes and transmit power can lead to a large performance
gain. However, the high potential gain of reducing the
receiver area is more effective when using a multibeam-
multimode configuration. We derived rules to achieve gain
while using partial patterns in multiple beams. The achieved
rates are verified via simulations at high SNR. The proposed
receiver can be further used as a building block for using the
MIMO system of overlapping beams carrying multiple OAM
modes. Equalizations can also be added in this work for fur-
ther enhancements. The partial patterns are then combined
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Figure 9: (a) Conventional 4-mode matching receiver with multiple branches. (b) Simplified receiver with four quadrants and no splitting
devices.
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in one pattern receiver to introduce the basic form of a simple
receiver where the optical devices are set to a minimum.
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Appendix

Approximation of (10)

From (9) and looking further to the integral 2π/N
0 ei m−n θ1

e2Ar
2 cos θ1−θ2 dθ1 , the term e2Ar

2 cos θ1−θ2 is always a positive
quantity with a least value of e−2Ar

2
and a maximum value of

e2Ar
2
, and we safely approximate the integral by replacing the

e2Ar
2 cos θ1−θ2 by its arithmetic mean value with respect to θ1

as 1/2 e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N −θ2 + e2Ar

2 cos θ2 , which is similarly a
positive term and can be approximated by the mean value
with respect to θ2, hence

amn
2 ≈

Es

2π/N A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2r2/ω2 −2Ar2
2π/N

0

1
2

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N −θ2 + e2Ar

2 cos θ2 +

e−i m−n θ2
2π/N

0
ei m−n θ1 dθ1 dθ2

≈
Es

2π/N A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2r2/ω2 −2Ar2
2π/N

0

1
4

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N + e2Ar

2 cos 0

+ e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N − 2π/N + e2Ar

2 cos 2π/N

e−i m−n θ2
2π/N

0
ei m−n θ1 dθ1 dθ2

≈
Es

2π/N A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2r2/ω2 −2Ar2 1
2

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N + e2Ar

2 2π/N

0
e−i m−n θ2

2π/N

0
ei m−n θ1 dθ1 dθ2

≈
Es

2π/N A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2r2/ω2 −2Ar2 1
2

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N + e2Ar

2 ei m−n 2π/N − 1
i m − n

e−i m−n 2π/N − 1
−i m − n

≈
Es

2π/N A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2r2/ω2 −2Ar2 1
2

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N + e2Ar

2

1 − ei m−n 2π/N − e−i m−n 2π/N + 1
m − n 2

≈
Es

2π/N A2
m

2r2
ω2

m

e −2r2/ω2 −2Ar2

e2Ar
2 cos 2π/N + e2Ar

2

1 − cos m − n 2π/N
m − n 2 ,

23

which concludes (10).
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